Your Homes Newcastle identifies and
targets rental income at risk from welfare
reforms using Policy in Practice
Your Homes Newcastle is an award winning Arms Length
Management Organisation (ALMO) responsible for managing homes
on behalf of Newcastle City Council (NCC). With a housing stock of
over 27,000 properties YHN worked with Policy in Practice to identify
the impact of welfare reforms on each of those individual households.

Overview

The Problem
Understanding the impact of welfare reforms

The Problem
Your Homes Newcastle knew
that supporting tenants with
their finances in the face of
welfare reform was critical,
both for their residents and
the ALMO’s cash flow. Staff
were expected to be
welfare experts and
customers repeatedly asked
for similar information.

The Solution
Together with Newcastle
City Council, Your Homes
Newcastle chose Policy in
Practice's Welfare Reform
Impact Assessment to learn
which households were most
affected by reforms, and
how. YHN also chose Policy
in Practice's Universal Benefit
and Budgeting Calculator to
improve income and
budgeting support provided
to tenants.

The Benefit
YHN identified a substantial
amount of rental income
that was potentially at risk.
Together with NCC they now
proactively help those
customers most at risk from
welfare reforms.

Welfare reform presents a complex picture for Your Homes Newcastle and its
residents.
A range of different reforms have been introduced to lower welfare spending, most
notably the Under-Occupation Charge (also known as the ‘bedroom tax’ or the
‘removal of the spare room subsidy’) and the Benefit Cap. As well as the new
measures announced in the 2015 Summer Budget and Autumn Statement, Universal
Credit is being introduced with the aim of simplifying the benefit system whilst
reducing spend on welfare.
Supporting tenants
YHN recognised that tenants would be faced with increased budget pressures and
that YHN would need to support them in managing their finances.
Meanwhile, YHN also recognised that customers were being asked for similar
information about income and expenditure from different people within the
organisation at different times. It was proving impossible to track the history of the
person to assess their need and provide the right support.
This was frustrating for the customer and wasted staff time which could be better
spent supporting customers.
Creating efficiencies for staff
Preparing staff for the implementation of complex benefit changes, ensuring they
were equipped to accurately advise people about the benefits available to them
and how these benefits would change, was also becoming more critical.
One of the key welfare reforms is the introduction of Universal Credit and the
payment of Housing Benefit to tenants rather than to the housing provider. YHN knew
this could be a big risk to rental income but didn’t know how to accurately quantify
that risk, let alone how to mitigate against it.
In addition, the emphasis of Universal Credit on creating a smoother transition from
benefits to work provided an opportunity to encourage tenants to self-serve. YHN was
looking for a system that enabled staff to have meaningful face to face
conversations with tenants, who would be able to see what the impact of working
variable hours would be on their income.
YHN estimates that nearly 12,000 tenants could move to Universal Credit and has
anticipated that its existing specialist support services would need to change in order
to cope with such demand.
Donna Gallagher, YHN’s Universal Credit Implementation Manager, said “Everyone’s
going to have to provide a little bit of support, benefits and budgeting advice.”
Tackling this triad of challenges; understanding the impact of welfare reforms,
supporting tenants and creating efficiencies for staff and the organisation, meant
YHN needed an innovative solution.
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The Solution
Donna attended an event where Deven Ghelani, Policy in Practice’s CEO and
Founder, was speaking about Universal Credit. Deven was part of the team who
developed Universal Credit and he set up Policy in Practice to ensure that policy is
communicated effectively so that people are better equipped to make the decisions
that are right for them.
Since then, Deven and the team have helped local organisations to understand the
aggregate and cumulative impact of welfare reform changes on their customers so
that they can accurately target the right support to people at the right time.
The software that Policy in Practice has developed simplifies the conversations that
staff can have with customers by clearly showing what benefits they can get under
the current system and under Universal Credit, comparing the two side-by-side using
data visualisation.
Smart analysis: Welfare Reform Impact Analysis
Donna said “After the conference I brought our senior managers together and we
watched a Policy in Practice webinar where Deven talked about the consultancy
work and his colleague, Peter, talked about the calculator software. We decided to
cost it out and get colleagues at the [Newcastle] city council on board.”
As a result both YHN and NCC decided to purchase the welfare reform impact
analysis and YHN also purchased Policy in Practice’s Universal Benefit Calculator
software for its 100+ frontline staff.

“As well as helping us
make better use of our
budgets the Policy in
Practice software and
analysis saves officer time
because, if we can stop
the problem happening
in the first place, it makes
everything easier in the
long run.”
Donna Gallagher,
Universal Credit
Implementation
Manager,
Your Homes Newcastle

The welfare reform impact analysis was carried out using a dataset created each
month by NCC (single Housing Benefit extract or SHBE).
The dataset was analysed once for NCC using a cohort of all households in the city in
receipt of either Housing Benefit or Council Tax support and then again, specifically
for YHN, using a smaller cohort of all households living in properties managed by YHN.
Two sets of reports were provided, each with detailed insights, for both NCC and YHN
respectively.
The insights covered the cumulative impact of welfare reform, the impact of
individual welfare reforms, the impact of Universal Credit and recommendations.
Powerful software: Universal Benefit and Budgeting Calculator
YHN’s aim of creating a clean line of service delivery was a primary driver behind
their purchase of the Universal Benefit Calculator software. The software’s inbuilt
reporting functionality and the ability to save and store ‘better off in work’
calculations has removed the need for customers to provide their details each time
they meet with YHN.
In addition, action plans can be created and agreed with an advisor, printed off or
sent out and then revisited when necessary.
Donna says “The action plan isn’t just words, it’s visual. If someone isn’t improving their
circumstances we’ve got something in place to review with them and look at their
support options.”
Universal Credit will continue to roll out in Newcastle, with an estimated 12,000
tenants due to move on to the system in May.
Those tenants will be offered an interview during which the Universal Benefit
Calculator software will be used to show them the two benefit systems side-by-side,
help them to understand how they’re financially impacted and help them to budget
accordingly.
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The Impact
Proactive support given
YHN wanted to be proactive in its response to changes to the welfare system. By
using Policy in Practice’s Welfare Reform Impact Analysis YHN has been able to use its
own data in an intelligent way, identifying those residents most likely to be impacted
by recent and upcoming reforms.
By enabling YHN to identify at a household level which residents are most likely to be
impacted, and how much they stand to lose, YHN is now able to better direct
targeted and more effective support to those who need it most.
Using the data, Housing Benefit and Council Tax Reduction claims, combined with
the Policy in Practice Universal Benefit Calculator, the analysis delivered:

“We’ve matched the data
set back to our rent
accounts and identified
groups of people we can
now work with on specific
things.
We can now proactively
reach out to people in a
preventative way.”

Donna Gallagher,
Universal Credit
Implementation Manager,
Your Homes Newcastle



Understanding of the impact of recent reforms to the welfare system



Projections about the impact of planned and future reforms



Assessment of the impact of Universal Credit



Understanding of the cumulative impact these reforms will have across the city

Preventative approach adopted
YHN is able to use this information in a proactive way to:



help residents understand the impact of welfare reform on their finances



better target support to those residents who need it most, preventing some
households from being affected by welfare changes and lessening the impact
on others



understand the potential implication of welfare reform on its balance sheet

To help YHN achieve these objectives, the report included an accompanying
household-level dataset that flags who is impacted by welfare reforms and by how
much, and scores the cumulative impact of welfare reform as well as the barriers
they face.
At risk income identified
As a direct result of the analysis YHN identified that a substantial six figure sum of
rental income was at risk as a result of the £20,000 Benefit Cap which is due to be
implemented in April 2016.
Policy in Practice identified over 500 households affected by the cap and that the
average reduction in Housing Benefit, per household, under a lower Benefit Cap
would be £52.54 per week or £2,732.08 per year.
This allowed YHN to calculate the rental income that was potentially at risk.
Advisor efficiencies created and better service delivered
Donna says “The city council has set up a Welfare Reform Operational Group and
part of that will be looking at the city’s data to try and build up a bigger picture of
customers, from the perspective of the city as a whole.
“Policy in Practice’s analysis and tools help us to have the right kinds of
conversations.”
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How We Can Help You
Policy in Practice believes that change happens on the frontline. Our mission is to
reduce poverty. We do this through simplifying the delivery of the welfare system.

Smart analysis
We use your SHBE data and our software to create rich insights showing how
individual households in your area are affected by cumulative and aggregate
welfare reforms.
This allows you to:



plan effectively, before change affects you and your customers



allocate scarce support resources



explain the real picture to Cabinet Members and decision makers



mitigate against negative impacts on individual households

Powerful software
Our Universal Benefit Calculator is fast, accurate and simple to use. It compares the
current system and Universal Credit side-by-side.
Advisors don’t have to be policy experts to explain the welfare system. They can
understand and explain what the changes will mean in a fast and engaging way.

This allows you to:



simplify frontline conversations



explain complex changes using visuals and colour



support all advisors using information they can trust



help people make decisions that are right for them

Contact us
Call +44 (0) 330 088 9242
Email hello@policyinpractice.co.uk
Visit www.policyinpractice.co.uk
Tweet @policy_practice
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